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Q. (1) Complete the following passage from the given box. 

 

 

             Our dog is named Lucy. We feed Lucy_____________food. 

 She also ______________on a bone. Lucy is very____________. 

We brush her thick______________.  Lucy had a_____________ 

of puppies. These little________________are very cute. We took Lucy 

and the puppies to the vet. We ____________Lucy's leash to her collar. 

We________________ at the vet's for an hour. 

Q. (2) Circle the correct spelling. 

1. hairy hery hiry 

2. mamols memals mammals 

3. stayed stayeed setayed 
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Q. (3) Write "True" or "False". 

1. Dogs are things.                                                       (          ) 

2. Dogs are mammals.                                                 (          ) 

3. Dogs do not need to walk.                                      (          ) 

4. Dogs can play.                                                        (          )   

5. Dogs and people can help each other.                    (          )                                        

6. We can grow dogs at home as pets.                        (          ) 

 

Q. 4) Choose the correct answer.  

1. What can dogs do for people? 

a. help at homes 

b. run to the park. 

c. eat food 

 

2. What are dogs? 

a. Dogs are mammals. 

b. Dogs are insects. 
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c. Dogs are birds. 

3. What is the setting of the story? 

a. at home 

b. unknown 

c. at school 

 

4. What are the needs of the dogs? 

a. food and water 

b. dog home 

c. all what are mentioned 

 

5. What is the genre of the story? 

a. fantasy 

b. realistic fiction 

c. informational text 
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6. Dogs have ______________. 

      fins                       feathers                     fur 

 

7. Mammals make __________ for their babies. 

      milk                   water                    juice 

 

8. Puppies stay with their mothers for ___________. 

   one week                     a month             eight weeks 

 

9. Dogs eat _______________. 

     cheese                           bones                banana 

 

10. Dogs are cousins of wolves and ___________. 

      coyotes                            ants                 spiders             
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Story Map 

Title: 

_____________________________________________. 

Genre: 

____________________________________________. 

Characters: 

____________________________________________. 

Setting: 

____________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 


